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The  progressive  liberation  of  East  Ghouta,  Syria,  from  Western-supported  terrorists
highlights and confirms what we already know.  We have seen this all before.

First of all, a chemical factory was discovered, indicating yet again that the terrorists use
chemical weapons.

Second, the discovery of the CW plant occurred at the same time that yet another false flag
terror operation has been predicted.  None of these false flag “Assad gasses his own people”
operations have withstood the scrutiny of independent investigations.[1]  They have all
been perpetrated by the West and its proxies, most notably the White Helmets, al Qaeda
auxiliaries, as fake pretexts for more war.

Third, we see yet again that the mainstream media is an accomplice to Western crimes. 
Reporter Sharmine Narwani, who visited the abandoned site, noted wryly that none of the
mainstream media reporters chose to visit the “makeshift chemical lab”.

Part 1
Weeks  ago  the  Syrian  government  was  blamed  for  a  chemical  attack  in
Shifoniyeh, E. Ghouta
Damascus denied such claims and accused the "rebels" of orchestrating the
attack to frame the SAA
Shifoniyeh was liberated and the SAA found a chemical factory in the city
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(Subtitled) pic.twitter.com/lI91Gw12ET

March 13, 2018 (HadiNasrallah@) هادي نصرالله —

Finally,  we  see  more  evidence  of  terrorist  atrocities  committed  against  occupied
populations,  as  revealed  by  recently  freed  captives.   A  local  revealed  to  reporters:

“We lived in fear under the militants, there were very harsh conditions. They
drove up food prices, introduced a strict regime – you could lose your head for
the slightest fault, …” [2]

"They wanted us to be slaves and if one disagrees they would behead him".
A Syrian civilian who escaped terrorist "rebel"-held Douma in Eastern Ghouta
describes  the  situation  under  the  rule  western  and  GCC  backed
jihadists#SaveGhoutaFromTheRebels  pic.twitter.com/ueKq1zwU23

March 14, 2018 (HadiNasrallah@) هادي نصرالله —

Here are some more testimonies:

The alternative to the popular Assad government is not an alternative at all.  It is slavery
and despotism. As more areas are liberated by the SAA, we will see more of the same.

*

Mark Taliano is a Research Associate of the Centre for Research on Globalization (CRG) and
the author of Voices from Syria, Global Research Publishers, 2017.
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Order Mark Taliano’s Book “Voices from Syria” directly from Global Research.  

Taliano talks and listens to the people of Syria. He reveals the courage and resilience of a
Nation and its people in their day to day lives, after more than six years of US-NATO
sponsored terrorism and three years of US “peacemaking” airstrikes.

Mark Taliano combines years of research with on-the-ground observations to present an
informed and well-documented analysis that refutes  the mainstream media narratives on
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